Aqua Reactor
ECO Solution for the
Where is real fuel
saving way ?
Hybrid Car is too
much expensive.
Electric Car is so
early stage.

alternative fuel.
• Hydrogen on demand
generator.
• No storage Tank for
safe on the car.
• HHO(Hydrogen,
Hydrogen and
oxygen) produce by
the Electrolysis of
Water.
• No rust with long life
time span.

“This is best

A way to spend less fuel on the vehicle.

solution of
fuel economy for

AQUAREACTOR IS CREATING
FUELGAS FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES EXHAUST
SYSTEMS, IMPROVES FUEL
ECONOMY, 20% TO 75% 0R M0RE,
INCREASES ENGINE POWER AND
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE. SAFE,
FRESH LOW-PRESSURE
HHO( HYDROGEN, HYDROGEN AND
OXYGEN) ON DEMAND FROM
AQUAREACTOR.

the existing vehicle
over the next 20
years despite the
development of
electric
and other cars.”

Overview
Water with a little excess vehicle
electricity creates Water gas(H2O Gas,
HHO Gas) that cleans carbon from the
engine and fractures the
FUEL molecules, binds with them
creating CLEAN AIR exhaust discharge.
1 Liter of water will yield 1833 Liters of
HHO (Hydrogen and Hydrogen Oxygen)
Gas. Aquareactor will help save the
Planet and reduce Global Warming
effects and costing only a few pennies
of water. Aquareactor designed to last 7
years or more, very little servicing
required, NO MOVING PARTS, only 1214 or 24-28 Volts of excess electrical
power used. The devices are made to fit

New and Existing vehicles, (1960 or
earlier to current models) a perfect
retrofit product to improve your
vehicles, trucks or buses. In the harsh
light of reality, this is best solution of
fuel economy over the next 20 years
despite the development of electric
and other cars. Restores the vehicle's
performance, power and improves your
fuel economy up to 50% by Titanium
plates of Aqua Reactor.
Are you looking for the long life span
of HHO generator and no rust one?

Saving fuel doesn't
just save money, it
also saves the
environment.

Yes, It’s Aqua Reactor!
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Products
KM Series Aquareactor is the ultimate of supply HHO gas on demand for the vehicle.
- Our MMO - Titanium plates are keep clean water, No rust, sludge and Pure Oxyhydrogen Gas produce.
"Chromium ions" in the HHO gas of Stainless Steel act to accelerate the decay of orthohydrogen to
parahydrogen. Orthohydrogen is 4x more reactive than parahydrogen. Titanium cells make no chromium
ions or other ions. That is why the HHO gas from a Titanium Cell is more reactive.
- Auto circulating design increases efficiency by promoting gas production and cooling.
- Each gap of the plate has a gas-out and a water-in hose.
- No hole plate design for no current leakage and best dry cell of HHO generator.
- Optimized current Amps (5~15A) and Water consumption( 10~50ml/hour).
- We warranty our entire system for 5 years or 100,000 miles!

KM-10
The KM-10 Aquareactor for up to 2.5 liters vehicles.
- Best suited for engines up to 1.0 ~ 2.5 liters.
- Makes 0.5 ~ 0.8 liters Oxyhydrogen gas per minute.
- 5 Electrodes are MMO coated Titanium plates.
- A gas-out and A water-in hose from each gap of the plate.
- Dimension: 85 x 180mm(Generator),
90 x 230 mm(Water reservoir)

KM-20
The KM-20 Aquareactor for 2.5 ~ 4 liters vehicles.
- Best suited for engines up to 2.5 ~ 4 liters.
- Makes 0.9 ~ 1.6 liters Oxyhydrogen gas per minute.
- 9 Electrodes are MMO coated Titanium plates.
- A gas-out and A water-in hose from each gap of the plate.
- Dimension: 85 x 180mm(Generator),
90 x 230 mm(Water reservoir)

KM-30
The KM-30 Aquareactor for The bus, truck and heavy vehicles.
- Best suited for engines up to 4 ~ 7 liters.
- Makes 1.6 ~ 2.5 liters Oxyhydrogen gas per minute.
- 21 Electrodes are MMO coated Titanium plates.
- A gas-out and A water-in hose from each gap of the plate
- Dimension: 85 x 180mm(Generator),
90 x 230 mm(Water reservoir)
We are the only company to offer a complete product line that is comprised of high surface coated
plates on a pure titanium substrate. This our revolutionary titanium HHO dry cell plate with No hole
design requires fewer plates than a comparable stainless steel cell. These plates are unique in many
ways. First, they create zero corrosion. No rust entering your engine, No dirty water means no
constant maintenance or product tear down. Spend less time monitoring the device, and more time
saving money at the pumps! The coating offers a surface area that is over 20 times that of stainless
steel. Less metal equates to a design that is smaller and easier to install in the limited space available
in modern engine compartments. Our unique dry cell technology requires far less refilling than most
other systems on the market. And size does matter, especially when trying to install a unit in any late
model vehicle.

Aqua Reactor

Intercom Inc.,
Seoul, Korea
http://www.aquareactor.com

For more information from your nearest Distributor.
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